
 

 

 
March 22, 2010 
 
Ms. Laurie Streich 
Director  
Pollution Prevention Branch 
Manitoba Conservation 
160-123 Main Street 
Winnipeg MB   R3C 1A5 
Laurie.streich@gov.mb.ca 
 
Dear Director Streich, 
 
The Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation of Canada (“RBRCC”) operates the Call2Recycle® 
program, North America’s oldest and most successful product stewardship program.  Call2Recycle® has 
been serving citizens of Manitoba since 1997.  In that time we have collected and recycled over 50,000 
kg of used rechargeable consumer batteries and cell telephones from Manitoba alone.  We look forward 
to working with your agency to continue this successful program, and to have RBRCC recognized as the 
operator of an approved product stewardship organization under Regulation 16/2010 (February 3, 2010) 
and the final version of the draft Guideline for Household or Prescribed Household Material 
Stewardship.  
 
To this end, we already are developing a plan to expand our existing Call2Recycle® program in Manitoba 
to include used nonrechargeable (as well as used rechargeable), portable consumer batteries.  As you 
probably are aware, such an expansion has recently been approved by the British Columbia Ministry of 
the Environment, and we anticipate its approval by the Ontario Ministry of Environment shortly.  We 
already have obtained the support of major manufacturers of nonrechargeable consumer batteries to 
support this expansion in Manitoba. 
 
Because of our considerable experience in battery recycling in general, and with the authorities in British 
Columbia and Ontario in particular, we are writing today to present a number of suggestions for 
revisions to the regulation and/or draft guideline.  We offer these suggestions in a spirit of constructive 
cooperation, in the hope that they will help the Province more effectively meet its goals.  We of course 
look forward to discussing them with you at your convenience. 
 
1.  Definition of “Battery” and Safety Issues  
 
Our experience in other provinces developing stewardship plans, and elsewhere, leads us to suggest 
several adjustments to Regulation 16/2010, either directly or though a final version of the Guideline. 
 
First, we strongly urge a revised delineation of battery types from what currently is included in Section 2 
of Regulation 16/2010.  To effectively operate a program that addresses all batteries used in households 
(and by businesses and institutions for similar purposes), we suggest a focus on batteries that fall within 
the following definition, which is consistent with what we are currently including  in our proposed 
program in Ontario and approved program in British Columbia: 
 
“All consumer battery cells or packs regardless of chemistry weighing less than 5 kg.” 
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For further clarification (and the purposes of our intended product stewardship plan), this definition also 
should explicitly exclude a number of other types of batteries.  The first four of these types of batteries 
are “rechargeable,” but are being recycled for economic reasons through well-established market-driven 
infrastructure.  The last category may be rechargeable or nonrechargeable, but cannot be readily 
accessed by consumers.  The operational exclusions provided in this definition are: 
 

• Batteries used in industrial applications 
• Batteries used in commercial applications 
• Motor start batteries (autos, truck, motorcycles, boats, etc.) 
• Motive batteries (golf carts, forklifts, hybrid/electric vehicles, etc.) 
• Batteries that cannot be easily accessed and removed by the consumer 

 
The manufacturers and marketers of these various types of batteries can provide you with further 
information on them, but we are confident you will find that none of these is presenting an 
environmental problem in Manitoba or imposing any burden on municipal waste. 
 
Even if this were not the case, however, safety considerations also strongly support excluding them from 
your mandate.  When collecting and transporting mixed used consumer batteries, safety also must be a 
major concern.  Batteries can be very heavy, particularly when used as part of battery packs.  Lifting and 
moving containers that weigh more than 20 kg create safety issues, particularly amongst retail workers.  
Also, most containers used in battery collection are not made for handling loads greater than 20 kg; 
exceeding this would harm the integrity of the container/box, potentially causing spills and damage.  A 
5 kg limit on cells and packs allows for effective and safe handling of used batteries. 
 
Finally, because used batteries present potential safety concerns, it is important that their collection 
points  be closely managed.  Used batteries can retain residual charges; improper handling, storage or 
transport of a used battery can result in an electrical discharge which may lead to fire.  As a result, 
provisions addressing location of and accessibility to collection should require that any used battery 
collection site be supervised by an appropriate party.  Such a policy would prohibit unmonitored public 
sites in, for instance, schools, street corners and other venues. 
 
2.  Collection Targets 
 
The choice of metrics to measure recycling success merits considerable thought.  Different metrics make 
sense for different types of products, especially long-lived products like batteries that consumers tend 
to keep after use.  These characteristics of consumer battery handling make it a mistake to focus on the 
concept of “collection targets/rates” as the way to measure a program’s success.  At least as important, 
and more accurately measured, are recovery/recycling rates – that is, the total amount harvested from 
batteries that is made available for use in new products. 
 
Calculation of collection rate (the amount collected divided by the amount sold into the marketplace) is 
far less straightforward than it would appear.  For one thing, “sales” is not an accurate surrogate for 
“batteries available for collection,” for several reasons.  The first is the long product life of certain 
batteries.  Many batteries, both rechargeable and non-rechargeable, remain useful in the market for 
many, many years, long after the year sold.  Creating collection targets on what is sold that same year 
increases the challenge in hitting targets and promoting disposal instead of continued use.  Second, 
keeping track of battery sales in the Province, which itself would be difficult enough, would not tell the 
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whole story:  many batteries come into the Province as components of new products sold in Manitoba 
or in products brought into Manitoba, whether new or used.  
 
Finally, extensive research reveals that consumers keep used cell phones, power tools, cameras and 
other devices that use batteries – regardless of whether they still can be used or not – because of the 
belief that there remains some intrinsic value in the device.   
 
Taken together, these considerations make it virtually impossible to predict in any meaningful way how 
many used batteries will be available for collection in any given year.  We would encourage the province 
to assess whether this measure is an effective means to assess and to incentivize the behaviors it seeks. 
 
Instead, we propose that the Province consider accepting:  1) carefully designed calculation of 
collection targets to reflect the actual use and disposal characteristics of the consumer battery 
marketplace; and 2) reassess the collection targets every two years to ensure that targets compared 
with program design are realistic and attainable. 
 
We also are concerned that the regulation’s focus on collection rates obscures a measure that we 
believe is at least as important – recovery/recycling rates (the amount harvested from the battery that is 
used in a secondary product).  Successful collection of batteries could be totally offset by what is done 
with the batteries once collected.  We strongly urge the province to adopt the European Union’s (EU) 
Directive “recycling efficiency” targets as part of the regulation.  
 
3.  Reporting 
 
The regulation and proposed guideline envision that the Province will collect a range of data from 
stewards.  Much of this is appropriate and readily attainable, but some is not.  Moreover, reporting can 
become extremely complex and cumbersome where – as with regard to batteries – there are multiple 
layers and channels of distribution (including the distribution of batteries as components in products) 
and many participants in the distribution chain are not located in Manitoba.  
 
As a consequence, we recommend  that reporting should be focused on weight collected by site, 
channel (e.g., retail, government, etc.) and chemistry.  Collecting data by chemistry will allow an 
assessment of rechargeable versus non-rechargeable batteries collected. 
 
4.  Audited Financials 
 
RBRCC is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation (RBRC), a U.S. 
corporation.  Many of RBRCC’s operations are integrated with RBRC’s, and our rechargeable battery 
participants pay us fees based on total sales into North America (not just Manitoba).  One benefit of this 
reality is that entities that would not qualify as “stewards” under the Regulation nonetheless are 
contributing to the support of the Manitoba program. 
 
Another result is that we engage a third party professional firm to undertake an annual audit of the 
entire organization, not on a province-by-province (or state-by-state) basis.  (A summary is available on 
the RBRC website.)  These audits fully comply with generally accepted accounting principles.  We 
recommend that the Regulation and/or Guidelines recognize this as an adequate audit from Manitoba’s 
perspective, as long as it is accompanied by specific collection and performance reporting for Manitoba.  
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This should be more than sufficient to meet the oversight and enforcement needs of the Provincial 
government. 
 
5.  Deadlines, Timetables and Approvals 
 
Manitoba is the fourth Canadian province with whom we have begun to work on developing, 
submitting, reviewing, approving and implementing a product stewardship plan for batteries.  (In 
addition to Ontario and British Columbia, mentioned previously, we are also working with Quebec 
authorities.)  We understand the complexities in development, the controversies in approval and the 
challenges in implementation.  It is with this in mind that we are concerned about some of the 
milestones contained in the proposed Guideline. 
 
Under that proposal, stewardship plans would have to be developed, be vetted through consultation 
and submitted no later than September 3, 2010.  All approved plans would then have to be  
implemented no later than April 1, 2011.  But it would be very difficult to conduct meaningful 
consultations during the summer – the soonest they could be scheduled – which is what would be 
required to meet the September 3 submission date.   
 
Also, April 1 is only a reasonable start date if the plan is approved six months prior to launch.  Without 
this lead time, collection agreements, educational materials, logistics and other important issues will not 
be appropriately planned and executed. 
 
Therefore we strongly urge that the process looks at these timing issues to ensure that programs are 
successfully launched in 2011. 
 
We look forward to working with you in developing this program and providing our expertise on the 
specific program design.  We stand ready to help Manitoba develop and launch a world class battery 
recycling program. 
 
Please let us know what we can do to assist you in this endeavor. 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Carl E. Smith, LEED® AP 
CEO / President 
Call2Recycle®  
Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation of Canada 
 
Cc:  Susan Antler, RBRCC 
 John Bailie, EEMAC 

David Weinberg, Esq. 
 
 


